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Please rate how satisfied are you/your employees with the following
elements of your Internet service
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How important are these services to your business?
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Not Important
Neutral
Important
83.3%
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16.7%

How high a priority should the Chamber of Commerce and County of Brant
(in cooperation with Internet Service Providers) attach to improving local
broadband internet services?
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Low Priority
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91.7%
8.3%

Share with us any examples of experiences you have had with your internet
services, your provider or any other aspect or suggestion you have - good or
bad.
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service, and pay premium rates for this.
Limited options for home office - only Bell mobile or Xplornet satellite; very expensive
and very slow download upload speeds (3 mbps down; 1 mbps up). Can’t do video
calls. Been incredibly challenging during work from home/home school covid. Waiting
for Starlink. Government is giving subsidies to telecom companies that are slow to
remedy the situation; Starlink is moving fast to improve rural internet however
government has seeming overlooked them.
In bad weather when more folk on it often goes slow or drops.
Lack of reliability and speed. Challenging to operate a business with these issues
when most transactions are now debit or credit based which rely on a stable internet
connection.
I have been very fortunate to have had good service for years BELL Sympatico
It is common for their to be drastic reductions in speed as well just losing service for
brief periods of time. I reach out to the providers. The resolution typically is to reboot
everything due to the drop in service

Would you like us to contact you for more information or for a follow-up? Please
leave your business Name, phone number and/or email address below. Thank you!
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Richard G. Sroka CPA CMA 519-446-2622 ricksroka@silomail.com
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